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REVISION HISTORY 
Revision 
Number 

Document 
Revised Description of Change Release Date 

V1R11 - Apache 
Unix Server 
and Site 
STIGs 

- V-2258 - Clarified allowed permissions 
and provide "chmod" command settings. 
- V-2259 - Changed to include a requirement 
to document any directories other than the 
cgi-bin that house CGI scripts. 
- V-13731 - Changed to specify that when 
grepping "Options 
/usr/local/apache2/httpd.conf", to ensure 
every "Options" section includes an -
ExecCGI. 
- V-26299 - Changed requirement to reflect 
that if the server is ONLY performing as a 
proxy server, this check is Not Applicable. 
- V-26396 - Added caveat that if HTTP 
commands (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE) 
are not being used and server is configured 
as a proxy only, this is Not Applicable. 

25 January 2019 

V1R10 - Apache 
Unix Server 
STIG 

- V-2230, Modified check content to correct 
syntax of commands. 
- V-26322, Corrected finding statement from 
"If the permissions on the file are not set to 
644 or less restrictive, this is a finding." to 
"If the permissions on the file are not set to 
644 or is configured less restrictive, this is a 
finding." 

27 July 2018 

V1R9 - Apache 
Unix Server 
STIG 

- V-26299, Added check content regarding a 
web server providing only a proxy server 
role. 

27 October 2017 

V1R8 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Server STIG 

- Updated the check for V-2246. Changed 
the text to remove the references to Apache. 

23 October 2015 

V1R7 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
STIG 

Overview 

- Updated the document to the new 
template, replacing references to FSO 
with RE. 
- Updated the support email address to the 
new address. 

24 July 2015 

V1R7 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Server STIG 

- Created WG345 which does not 
allow export ciphers to be used. 
- Updated 13 vulnerabilities - changed IAO 
to ISSO and IAM to ISSM. 

24 July 2015 
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REVISION HISTORY 
Revision 
Number 

Document 
Revised Description of Change Release Date 

V1R11 - Apache 
Unix Server 
and Site 
STIGs 

- V-2258 - Clarified allowed permissions 
and provide "chmod" command settings. 
- V-2259 - Changed to include a requirement 
to document any directories other than the 
cgi-bin that house CGI scripts. 
- V-13731 - Changed to specify that when 
grepping "Options 
/usr/local/apache2/httpd.conf", to ensure 
every "Options" section includes an -
ExecCGI. 
- V-26299 - Changed requirement to reflect 
that if the server is ONLY performing as a 
proxy server, this check is Not Applicable. 
- V-26396 - Added caveat that if HTTP 
commands (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE) 
are not being used and server is configured 
as a proxy only, this is Not Applicable. 

25 January 2019 

V1R7 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Site STIG 

- Updated 2 vulnerabilities - changed IAO to 
ISSO and IAM to ISSM. 

24 July 2015 

V1R6 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Site STIG 

- Updated the discussion and check for V- 
2249. The current vulnerability specifies 
that TLS 1.0 needs to be implemented for 
remote administration of the web server. 
The text was changed to make the approved 
versions to be FIPS 140-2 approved TLS 
versions and the check was updated to 
make sure that non-approved versions are 
disabled. Also included a reference to NIST 
800-52 for best practices. 
- Updated the check and fix for V-13694. 
The current vulnerability specifies that 
TLS 1.0 or greater needs to be 
implemented for public web servers when 
authentication is used. The text was 
changed to make the approved versions to 
be FIPS 140-2 approved TLS versions and 
the check was updated to make sure that 
non-approved versions are disabled. Also 
included a reference to NIST 800-52 for 
best practices. 

23 January 2015 
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REVISION HISTORY 
Revision 
Number 

Document 
Revised Description of Change Release Date 

V1R11 - Apache 
Unix Server 
and Site 
STIGs 

- V-2258 - Clarified allowed permissions 
and provide "chmod" command settings. 
- V-2259 - Changed to include a requirement 
to document any directories other than the 
cgi-bin that house CGI scripts. 
- V-13731 - Changed to specify that when 
grepping "Options 
/usr/local/apache2/httpd.conf", to ensure 
every "Options" section includes an -
ExecCGI. 
- V-26299 - Changed requirement to reflect 
that if the server is ONLY performing as a 
proxy server, this check is Not Applicable. 
- V-26396 - Added caveat that if HTTP 
commands (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE) 
are not being used and server is configured 
as a proxy only, this is Not Applicable. 

25 January 2019 

V1R5 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Server STIG 

- Updated the discussion, check and fix text 
for V-2242 to reflect the new DMZ model. 

24 October 2014 

V1R5 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Site STIG 

- Updated the check text for V-6373 to 
remove the references to DTM-08-060 and 
to point to DoDI 8500.01. 

24 October 2014 

V1R4 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Server STIG 

- Changed check text for V-2248 to use 
command for a Windows environment. 
- Changed check and fix text for V-2255 to 
match the environment being checked. 

25 April 2014 

V1R4 - Apache 
Unix and 
Windows 
Site STIG 

- Changed discussion, check, and fix text for 
V-2260 to make having a robots.txt file a 
finding. 

25 April 2014 

V1R3 - APACHE 
Windows and 
Unix STIG 

- Added note to V-2236 to allow for a 
compiler if the Apache install was part of a 
suite that needed the compiler for patching. 

24 January 2014 

V1R2 - APACHE 
Windows 
STIG 

- Updated V13738, WA000-WWA064 W22, 
to correct verbiage "LimitRequestSizeBody" 
to read "LimitRequestSize". 
- Updated V13738 and V13739, 
WA000-WWA064 W22 and WA000-
WWA066 A22, to add verbiage to 

26 April 2013 
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Revision 
Number 

Document 
Revised Description of Change Release Date 

V1R11 - Apache 
Unix Server 
and Site 
STIGs 

- V-2258 - Clarified allowed permissions 
and provide "chmod" command settings. 
- V-2259 - Changed to include a requirement 
to document any directories other than the 
cgi-bin that house CGI scripts. 
- V-13731 - Changed to specify that when 
grepping "Options 
/usr/local/apache2/httpd.conf", to ensure 
every "Options" section includes an -
ExecCGI. 
- V-26299 - Changed requirement to reflect 
that if the server is ONLY performing as a 
proxy server, this check is Not Applicable. 
- V-26396 - Added caveat that if HTTP 
commands (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE) 
are not being used and server is configured 
as a proxy only, this is Not Applicable. 

25 January 2019 

emphasize the necessity of explicitly 
configuring the setting, even if the 
default is compliant. 
- Updated V26287 WA00505 W22, 
V26294 WA00510 W22, V26299 
WA00520 W22, V26302 WA00525 W22, 
correct check verbiage to use "apache.exe -
M" as an alternative command to validate 
modules running. 

 


